Greek Archaeology Group
& Prehistoric and Early Greece Graduate Seminar
Hilary 2018

Lecture Room
Institute of Archaeology
36 Beaumont St.

Week 3 (Thursday, 1 February), 1pm
**Prof. Luca Giuliani**
Humbolt University; Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin.
‘The early portrait of Socrates: Why was he made to look like a satyr?’

Week 5 (Thursday, 15 February), 1pm
**Dr. Birgitta Eder**
OREA, Vienna and Merton College.
‘Olympia – the beginnings of the sanctuary between the Mycenaean and Greek worlds’

Week 6 (Tuesday, 20 February), 1pm
**Dr. Brendan Burke**
University of Victoria.
‘Life and Death at Ancient Eleon: Ongoing Research’

Week 6 (Thursday, 22 February), 1pm
**Paula Gheorgiade**
University of Toronto.
‘Assessing Late Bronze Age Connectivity in the Southern Aegean: Combining Theoretical Models and Data Analysis’

Week 7 (Tuesday, 27 February), 1pm
**Dr. Reinhard Jung**
OREA, Vienna.
‘The fall of the Mycenaean palaces – The first locomotive of European history?’

Week 8 (Thursday, 8 March), 1pm
**Dr. Aimilia Banou**
University of Peloponnese.
‘The Religious Component of Minoan Seafaring: What the Peak Sanctuary at Ayios Yeoryios sto Vouno Can tell Us About It?’

Week 9 (Thursday, 15 March), 1.30pm

**Prof. Olga Palagia**
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens.
‘The sculpture from the Sanctuary of Apollo Amyklaios in Laconia’

*All are welcome. Meetings are followed by tea, coffee and cake.*

Convenors:
Stelios Ieremias (stylianos.ieremias@lincoln.ox.ac.uk)
Daphne Vlanti (alexandra.vlanti@lincoln.ox.ac.uk)
Deborah Koussiounelos (deborah.koussiounelos@arch.ox.ac.uk)